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Introduction 
Work in Progress: We are in the process of adding quite a few extra features as well as rebranding, 

so some of the images may not be up to date for a short period of time. 

This manual is designed for Tournament Organisers to view the options that you have available to 

you within Down Under Pairings. As we add new features and functions we will endeavour to update 

this manual ASAP. In addition to this manual you will see info icons ( ) throughout the system, 

these will provide you with useful information and should reduce the need to read this manual. 

Register Your Tournament 
To register your Tournament on Down Under Pairings you can either select the Register Tournament 

option from the Tournaments menu, or alternatively press the Register Today button on the 

Carousel when the Register Tournament scrolls by. 
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You will need to put in a few details, they are all fairly self-explanatory.  There will be a “Human 

Test” which you can find down the bottom which will be a simple maths question, type in the correct 

answer and you are good to go. These details can be updated at a later date as you find out more 

details, or in some cases not added at all. If your event doesn’t publish a Mission Pack prior to the 

event then you can simply leave this blank, alternatively if you want to publish it after list submission 

then you can add this at a later date. 
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You will be taken to the Manage Event page and informed that it is awaiting approval. While it will 

not show up on the Tournaments menu until approved, you can continue adding more details before 

that. In addition you will also receive an email informing you some of the details you entered. An 

email will also be sent to the team managing the Tournament Calendar to make sure this gets added 

ASAP. 
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Setting Up Your Tournament 
Within the Manage Event option of the Tournament menu you will be able to update the 

Tournament Details, Battle Details (including creating Dynamic Scoresheets), Sports Details 

(including creating Dynamic Scoresheets), Comp Details (or no Comp if appropriate) and Paint 

Details (including creating Dynamic Scoresheets and multiple Paint Judges). 

  

 

Tournament Details 

Tournament Statuses 

 

 Tournament Status: 

o Unapproved: When it is this status, this is the only status you will see until the 

Admin team approve your Tournament. While in this status you will be able to edit 

the Tournament, but it will not display in the Tournaments menu. 

o Inactive: Not visible to the public, change to Active when you wish players to be able 

to sign up. 

o Active: This status will move the Tournament to the Tournaments menu. The event 

is now ready to be used. Players can register, you can manage the players, as well as 

run the Tournament, etc. 

o Finalised: This status will move the Tournament from the Tournaments menu to the 

Past Tournaments menu. It will also change the Standings page to display all the 

results. 

 Army List Status: 

o Inactive: Players cannot submit their army lists 
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o Invisible: Players can submit their army lists however they are not visible to other 

players 

o Visible: Players can submit their army lists and these can be seen by other players 

o Status Only: Army list submission is not in use, however you wish to track who has 

submitted say via email 

o Not Applicable: Army list submission is not in use at all 

 Number of Side Boards: Only required if you are using a system similar to the Menza Tri 

Board system 

 Players Choice (Best Presented) Status: 

Players Choice voting will only allow players to view the Players currently registered for the 

Tournament. Their own names will not appear in the drop down boxes, ie. They cannot vote 

for themselves. 

o Inactive: This means that Players will not be able to make Players Choice votes. 

o Active: This means that Players will now be able to make Players Choice votes.  

o Finalised: This means that Players can no longer make Players Choice votes. But they 

will still be able to view who they voted for. 

 Favourite Player (Best Sports) Status: 

Favourite Player voting will only allow players to view the Players they have previously 

played. 

o Inactive: This means that Players will not be able to make Favourite Player votes. 

o Active: This means that Players will now be able to make Favourite Player votes.  

o Finalised: This means that Players can no longer make Favourite Player votes. But 

they will still be able to view who they voted for. 

Tournament Tables 

 

 First Table and Last Table: Fairly self-explanatory, but these are the table numbers that the 

System will use to pair players. 

http://menzagaming.net/menza-triboard-format/
http://menzagaming.net/menza-triboard-format/
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Tournament Details 

 

These are the details that you would have entered when you Registered your Tournament, but of 

course you can change/add to this as details change or become relevant. 

 Change Logo: this will allow you to upload a Logo, this will display on the Info page of your 

Tournament 

Tournament Organisers 

 

We realise that Tournaments rarely have just one Tournament Organiser. You can add as many 

Tournament Organisers as you like, or remove them if appropriate. 
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Battle Details 

Battle Style 

 

 Pairing Style: 

o Bracketed Pairings: This format is designed to have the “best” 2 players on the day 

play each other only in the final round of the event. 

 In the first round players will be ranked based on their Down Under Pairings 

Ranking Points. Then 1st will be paired against last place, 2nd against 2nd last, 

etc. 

 In subsequent rounds the top X number of players will be paired 1st vs last in 

the top X, 2nd against 2nd last of the top X, etc. 

 X is determined by the number of rounds (not the number of 

players). In the final round of the event then X is 2, in the 2nd last 

round it will be 4, the 3rd last round it will be 8, doubling each time. 

 Players outside of the top X are paired using the SWISS pairings 

methodology. 

o SWISS Pairings: 1st plays 2nd, 3rd plays 4th, etc. Where there is a pairing conflict (the 

players have already played each other) then the top player of the pair conflict will 

play the next highest player they are yet to play. 

 Eg. If 3rd had already played 4th, then 3rd would play 5th, if they had already 

played then it would be 6th, etc. until a valid pair has been found. 

 Allow Grudge Matches: This will allow players to register a Grudge. At this stage there is no 

approval, however both players will be able to see who their current Grudge is on the 

Tournament Info page. 

 Number of Blood Rule Rounds: Players can register Blood Rules if this number is greater than 

0, which will mean for the number of rounds entered, players will not be paired against their 

regular gamers. There is no limit to how many people can register for the same Blood Rule 

Group, this may require some administration from the Tournament Organiser. 
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 Battle Style: 

o VP Differential: If instead of a “traditional” win/loss/draw you get a scaled number 

of Battle Points based on the number of Victory Points you won/lost by, then select 

this option and press the submit button. After this you will have the option to select 

from a VP Differential Template (a sample can be found below). If you wish to use a 

custom template then please get in contact with us via our Contact Page. 

o Win/Loss/Draw: This is where based on the VPs earned by a player and their 

opponent they will either Win, Lose or Draw. They will then receive the Battle Points 

you allocate to those results. In the case where Victory Points do not determine the 

winner, then you can select the No option, and this will give users buttons to select 

who won/drew/lost. 

o Major and Minor Win/Loss/Draw: Similar to above, but currently does not use 

Victory Points, users simply select who achieved which level of victory. 

o ITC Mission Format: Select this option if you wish to use the ITC Mission Format and 

press submit. This will give you the option of both Battle Points and ITC BP for each 

Primary (normally 0/2/4 based on the ITC Mission Format guidelines), however you 

can change this to suit your event. This is currently based of the ITC Mission Format 

Guidelines as at the end of 7th Edition Warhammer 40,000 

 Table full win: If Tabling your opponent does not grant you a full win, then select this option 

and it will purely be used for data/reporting purposes. If Tabling does grant you a full win 

(mainly in the case of VP Differential) then you would select Yes. 

 Allow a Draw: Some Tournaments use a knockout style format, as such their missions are 

designed that there can be no draws, if this is relevant, then select this option. 

 Include Bonus in Round Points: When determining how many Round Points a player gets, it 

checks who Won, Lost or if the game was a Draw. For this it does a very simple check 

between each player’s battle points, If you don’t wish the Bonus Points to be included in 

determining who Won or Lost, then select No. 

 Battle Points: Use this to determine how many points are for a Win/Loss/Draw. In the case 

of a VP Differential put the Loss as the worst loss and the Win as the best Win. 

 Break to Top # Players: If you are “breaking to a top 8” on day 2, you would select this 

option. Say how many players you wish to have in the top bracket, and then select which 

round the top bracket starts from (usually the first round of day 2). 

 

  

http://downunderpairings/Contact.php
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Tournament Rounds 

 

Add or Copy Round  

You can either Add a new round, where all details need to be entered, or alternatively you can click 

the Copy icon ( ). 

Preview Scoresheet  

By clicking the Preview Scoresheet icon ( ) the Scoresheet for the Round will display as an example. 
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Timing  

 

By clicking the Timing icon ( ) this will pop up a screen where you can updated the Estimated start 

and finish date/time. 

Deployment and Mission Special Rules  

 

By clicking the Deployment and Mission Special Rules icon ( ) this will pop up a screen where you 

can enter the Deployment Type, as well as a description of that deployment (which will pop up in a 

Help Assistant Text on the Players’ scoresheets). If your missions have any special rules, this is where 

you would enter them. 
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Primary Objectives  

 

By clicking on the Primary Objectives icon ( ) this will pop up a screen where you can enter up to 3 

Primary Objectives (Eternal War, Maelstrom of War and Kill Points/Kill Point Differential). 

 Are X Style Objectives in use: Tick the box next to the most appropriate objectives you wish 

to use. The end result for the players and yourself as a TO is the same, but it is handy for 

data mining at a later date. 

o You can have any combination of the 3 Objective Types by simply ticking as many of 

these boxes as appropriate, the example below is using all 3. 

 VP Cap: If you are not capping the number of Victory Points a player can score in this type of 

Objective, then simply leave it as 0. In some events you may cap the number of Victory 

Points a Player can score in say Kill Points to 8, in which case you would enter an 8 in this 

box. 

 Name: This is the name that will display on the users Scoresheet. We suggest keeping this 

short and sweet, with any further detail in the text box below. 

o The text box below the Objective Name will display in a Help Assistant Text pop up 

on the Players scoresheet. 

 Tick if it is a Kill Point Differential rather than true Kill Points: This box will only display if Kill 

Point Style Objectives are in use. 

o If this box is not ticked, then each player will earn the number of Victory Points they 

have achieved for killing units during the battle. 

o If this box is ticked, then the player with the larger number of Victory Points will 

receive the difference between them and their opponent as their score for this 

objective. 

 Eg. Player 1 scores 10VP from Kill Points, Player 2 scores 6VP from Kill 

Points; Player 1 would receive 4VP (10-6) and Player 2 would receive 0. 
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Secondary Objectives  

 

By clicking on the Secondary Objectives icon ( ) this will pop up a screen where you can select your 

Secondary Objectives. You can have as many of the above Secondary Objectives in any combination 

you like. 

 The 3 from the Warhammer 40k Rulebook: First Blood, Slay Warlord and Line Breaker. 

 The 5 from the ITC Mission Format Guidelines: Big Game Hunter, First Strike, Table Quarters, 

King of the Hill and Ground Control. 

o The description of each of these Secondaries will display as a Help Assistant Text on 

the Players’ scoresheets. 

 3 Custom Secondaries: You can give these a name, as well as a description which will display 

in the Help Assistant Text on the Players’ scoresheets. 

Round Bonuses  

 

By clicking on the Round Bonuses icon ( ) this will pop up a screen where you can enter as many 

Round Bonuses as you like. A Round Bonus grants a number of Battle Points above a win/loss/draw. 

 Order#: This will dictate what order the Bonuses display on the Players’ scoresheets. 

 Description: This is the description of the Bonus. 

 Max Points: Some bonuses may be worth more than 1 Point, you can enter any whole 

number above 0. 

 Partial: If you have entered a Max Points greater than 1, then this dictates whether they can 

achieve some of the points. 

o Eg. If it is 2 Max Points if you hold all objectives, then there is no partial for this, and 

as such it should not be ticked. The player will either get 0 or 2. 

o Eg. If it is 5 Max Points and you get 1 for each objective you hold at the end of the 

game, then it would be ticked. 
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 Both Achieve: In a situation where it is hold all objectives, only 1 player can achieve this, as 

such you would NOT tick this box. 

 

Sports Details 
 

Sports Style 
You will need to select a Sports Style. At this stage the System handles 4 styles. If you wish to use a 

custom Sports Style then please get in contact with us via our Contact Page 

 No Sports: Simply put there is no requirement for a Sports Score. 

 Questions: Put in as many questions as you need, allocating a number of points to each 

question. The arrows can be used to move a question up or down. If you need to update a 

question currently that is one at a time, so update the question and then press the save 

icon. 

 

 Range 1-X: This is where a player simply enters a score between 2 numbers (normally 

between 1 and X). You can also type in a description that will display on the Score sheet if 

appropriate 

http://terminal.communitycomp.org/Contact.php
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 Penalty: This is where it will ask the player a single question. If the player answers no to the 

question, then they receive a penalty. The calculation is a percentage of their overall score. 

Here are some examples using the screen shot below: 

o Player scores 40 out of 60 for Battle, 15 out of 30 for Composition and 25 out of 30 

for Paint. They currently have 80 points from the available 120. If 1 of their 

opponents said they acted inappropriately then they would have a 10% penalty 

being 8, so they now have 72 out of 120. If a 2nd opponent said that they acted 

inappropriately then they would lose another 10%, so -16 leaving them at 64 out of 

120. 

 

Preview Sports Scoresheet 
Based on the details you have entered for the round, this will show you what the Players will see 

when they go to enter their sports scores  
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Comp Details 

 

Comp Style 
You will need to select a Comp Style. At this stage the System handles 3 styles: 

 No Comp: This is simple, there is no Army Composition score provided at the Tournament 

 Community Comp: Once you have submitted Community Comp as the Comp Style and 

entered a Max Comp Score you will then be asked to select from a Comp Scaling Template. 

o Community Comp Standard 20 Credits: This is the Credit to Comp Percentage that 

you will find in the Community Comp Document. 

o Community Comp Small Games 16 Credits: This is the Credit to Comp Percentage 

that you will find for small games in the Community Comp Document. 

o Other/Custom Comp Templates: If you wish to use Community Comp Credits or 

some other Comp Value and have that correlate with your own custom Credit to 

Percentage calculation, then please get in contact with us via our Contact Page 

http://terminal.communitycomp.org/Contact.php
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 Manual Comp: This will simply allow you to enter a comp score in against the Player during 

the Player Management section of the System. 
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Paint Details 

 

Paint Judges 
We realise that Tournaments often require more than one Paint Judge. You can add as many Paint 

Judges to your Tournament as you like. The average score from the Paint Judges who have 

submitted a score will be applied to the player. Simply select the Paint Judge from the drop down 

box and press the Add Paint Judge button. 

Running Total 
As you add your Categories and Questions below to the Paint Score Sheet this will keep track of the 

current score available based on your Paint Score Sheet. If you do not wish to use a checklist and 

instead simply apply a score out of X, then simply add 1 category with 1 question with the number of 

points available for that question being the Paint Score. 

Paint Score Sheet 
You can create as many Categories as you require, and each Category can have as many Questions as 

you require, with each Question being as many points as you wish. 

 Adding a new Paint Category: Simply give the Category a Name, a Description and then start 

adding Questions. 

o Updating a Paint Category: Simply update the Category Name or Description. 

 Adding a new Paint Question: Simply enter a Question Description and then enter a number 

of points allocated to that question. 

o Updating a Paint Question: Simply update the Question Number, Description and 

Points as you need to. 

o Deleting a Paint Question: Simply check the Delete check box for that Question. 

 Updating the Paint Score Sheet: Once you have made the changes above press the Update 

Paint Score Sheet button to have this save to the Tournament. 

o We recommend creating all the Paint Categories first. Then going through and 

adding all the questions. 
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